We would like to have the opportunity of introducingproviders to a host of effective
corrective skin care solutions for your global patient. The goal of our courses is to
demonstrate how to lower risk factors such as post- inflammatory hyperpigmentation
when administering a combination of peels on global skins.
Skincare is essential to the health and well being of an individual. A good skincare program
begins with a facial treatment designed to restore balance to the skin. One of the most
popular treatments is chemical peeling. It is a simple exfoliation that can allow healthy
skin to appear, improve the texture of the skin, while treating common skin conditions such
as melasma, psoriasis, rosacea, acne, etc
There are many peeling agents on the market. These agents have various concentrations
and formulations. While the most popular are AHAs and BHAs, there are combination and
blended peeling agents that when executed will promote a light to heavy desquamation of
the epidermal layers. The benefit of pre-conditioning the skin properly; layering a
combination of peeling agents with topical actives; and, suggesting post peel products will
result in a deeper penetration of beneficial ingredients.
Global Skin Solutions has a unique blend of therapeutic peeling agents formulated for all
skin types. Since many skins are not candidates of an IPL or laser resurfacing, our peels are
ideal for the treatment of hyperpigmentation, acne, shallow acne scars, etc. We combine
AHAs, BHAs and other compatible ingredients to significantly lighten or correct lesions
resistant to other peeling formulas. Example: darker skins are known to have excessive
layers of keratinized skin cells. Coupled with hyperpigmentation, results can be
challenging. The use of a combination or blended agent will help to disrupt the keratin
bond holding these cells together. Within a few days, these cells slough off and the
condition is greatly improved. These peels have been tested and recommended by Toni C.
Stockton, board certified dermatologist specializing in Ethno Dermatology.
Our courses will improve the provider’s ability to identify the trends in your practice and
make accommodations based on the new information provided. Global Skin Solutions is
recognized as a continuing education provider for the CA Board of Registered Nursing: CE
License #16306
Certification on strategic treatments for your global patient will add profitability to an
Aesthetic Medicine practice.
For more information on her courses or producs, fill out our contact form and a Global
Team member will give you a call within the next business day.
The Global Team

